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QUOTE OF THE MONTH
“The world hates change, yet it is the only thing that has brought
progress.”
- Charles F. Kettering

Our Announcement
PLG Zero-GST Policy Statement
Our Zero-GST Storage Policy Statement outlines our dedication to
excellence for the establishment, implementation, and upkeep of a
successful Singapore Custom Zero Rated - Goods & Services Tax (GST)
Management System.

Click here to read more
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Our News
Optimising supply chains for the post-pandemic world
Technology is playing an increasingly
larger role in the industry today,
maximising operational efficiency as
more and more processes become
digitalised. Platforms like the Trade
and Connectivity Challenge organised
by Enterprise Singapore have made it
possible for PLG to leverage on
innovative crowdsourced solutions to
optimise our supply chain and create a
better customer-focused experience
for our clients.

Click here to read more

RCEP deepens China - ASEAN
economic and trade
cooperation
When the Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership (RCEP) came
into effect in January this year, it
was hailed as the largest trade pact
ever signed, designed to standardise
complicated customs procedures
across the board for faster and ease
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of trade. Given its complexity and
touted benefits, what exactly are its
effects seven months on?
Click here to read more
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Our Articles
Connect for Success - Why make Singapore your regional
hub location?

To cope with the fragility of the global supply chains, businesses need to
ensure that their supply chain is able to cope with a high degree of
change and variability. Diversifying supply sources through establishing
regional distribution centres (RDCs) is one strategy we have observed
which would help businesses weather the most significant of changes and
mitigate against unforeseen circumstances.
A strong focus needs to be placed on finding the right RDC location and
from our experience, it is vital to take into account factors such as location
connectivity when determining where some of these RDCs should be
placed. Singapore has been consistently ranked as Asia's top logistics hub
due to its excellent connectivity, robust infrastructure, and status as a
transhipment hub.
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One of Asia's largest cargo airports - Changi Airport and the soon-to-be
largest container terminal in the world - Tuas Mega Port - are both located
there. It also has the busiest maritime transportation network and offers a
good balance between cost-effectiveness and competitive business growth.
Singapore’s exceptional network connectivity makes it one of the most
convenient locations in the world for businesses to conduct operations.
Singapore is connected via seaports, aviation routes, and has very strong
ties to both neighbouring and global markets including Europe, Japan,
Australia, China and Korea. This connects business owners who need to
move goods or products around the world fast and in a highly cost-efficient
manner to regional markets, allowing them to get to their customers faster
than competitors elsewhere.
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Businesses can also take advantage of Singapore’s extensive network of free
trade agreements such as the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership
(RCEP) among others.
These agreements give businesses access to free markets, lowers import tariffs
and streamline custom clearance procedures, providing both cost and time
benefits. With one of the lowest corporate tax rates in the world, Singapore also
offers a competitive environment for businesses to thrive.
Building an RDC creates a faster channel of distribution to send orders.
Through RDCs, companies can have their products repackaged (if necessary) in
order to comply with the local regulations and requirements from regulators.
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Other value-added services such as refurbishments can also be performed in
accordance to the needs of the intended export market.

The expertise from partners such as PLG and its local teams, greatly simplifies
imports or exports depending on the business' needs when dealing with
suppliers or performing cross-border transactions. Integrated solution
providers like PLG also provide the necessary value-added services required in
the transhipment process. In this industry, efficiency is key so businesses need
to have multiple effective ways of meeting customer demand. One simply
cannot afford any interruptions due to logistic problems when trying to meet
deadlines, which is another benefit provided by nearby RDCs.
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Our Services

PLG CONNECTS ASIA AND
THE WORLD WITH GLOBAL
LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS
We are certified by the Singapore Airport Police as a Regulated Air Cargo Agent (RACA)
and our membership with IATA, FIATA, CGLN and GLN power us to remain highly
competitive and recognised within the Air Freight Industry.
Our partnerships with leading carriers allow us to provide efficient sea freight services at
competitive prices for your business. This also includes the latest VMI technology for
transparency and ease of cargo tracking.

We leverage our strong global network and the
"One Belt, One Road" initiative to seamlessly
connect Europe and Asia.
Our combined multimodal freight services and
bonded warehouse solutions near the airport
and the port help provide flexibility in your
business.

For more information on the types of cargoes and warehouse-type, get in touch with us
today at: marketing@plg-logistics.com
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OUR SHARING
HUB

A person's capacity for change is
always greater than imagined.
Transformation starts from within
with the willingness and openness
to learn and embrace changes, to
tackle future challenges.
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Our People-Centric Focus

PLG understands the value of young talent and how their digital dexterity will be
crucial to the company’s growth. Our goal is to create an environment where our
young talents can develop, grow, and thrive.
We collaborate closely with higher institutions to offer these talents a learning
environment and opportunities to understand more about the industry and its
workings. We hope that by exposing these individuals to a variety of work tasks in this
industry, we might pique their interest in the numerous career advancement
opportunities made possible by developing technology and other government
programmes like the Work-Study Programme (WSP).

As part of our people-first approach, we put a strong emphasis on bridging the
knowledge and experience gaps between seasoned professionals and those who are
new to the field. Through this process, we can hope to develop fresh ideas and
solutions to to address the challenges of the future.
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Navigating the complex international
landscape
Internationalisation is more important than ever for businesses that want to grow.
To be truly competitive, businesses need to be strategic in their approach, always
seeking out new opportunities instead of waiting for them to appear. This requires
a high level of agility, as international markets are constantly changing and having
the right human resources in place to navigate the local nuances.

As part of the Enterprise Leadership for Transformation Programme, Edwin, our
Commercial Director, travelled to Bangkok for an immersion experience. He went
for site visits and had in-depth exchanges with Thai and Singapore company
representatives, learning from each other's strengths and understanding the
various ways of running an enterprise successfully while also observing local
cultures. The adoption of digital and green initiatives to improve business
sustainability and competitiveness were other major themes during the trip.
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Contact us at marketing@plg-logistics.com
or email us to receive our monthly newsletter.

